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The high bandwidth demand of Internet applications has recently driven the need of increasing the residential download speed.
A practical solution to the problem is to aggregate the bandwidth of 802.11 access points (APs) backhauls in range. Since 802.11
devices are usually single radio, the communication to APs on different radio channels requires a time-division multiple access
(TDMA) policy at the client station. With an in-depth experimental analysis and a customized 802.11 driver, in this paper, we
show that the usage of multi-AP TDMA policy may cause degradation of the TCP throughput and an underutilization of the AP
backhauls. We then introduce a simple analytical model that accurately predicts the TCP round-trip time (RTT) with a multi-AP
TDMA policy and propose a resource allocation algorithm to reduce the observed TCP RTT with a very low computational cost.
Our proposed scheme runs locally at the client station and improves the aggregate throughput up to 1.5 times compared to state-
of-the-art allocations. We finally show that the throughput achieved by our algorithm is very close to the theoretical upper bound
in key simulation scenarios.

1. Introduction

Asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL) has become the
“de-facto” standard for residential broadband access to the
Internet. In addition, the density of ADSL deployments
with 802.11 wireless local area network (WLAN) connectivity
tends to be high, especially in urban areas [1]. The interplay
between these two technologies introduces interesting tech-
nical challenges and opportunities that can be exploited. First,
WLANaccess rates are typically an order ofmagnitude higher
than the bottleneck of the end-to-end path, which is either
the ADSL [2] or the backbone [3]. Second, the set of ADSL
links in the neighborhood are generally underutilized [2]. As
a consequence, there is a potential to bundle the access points
(APs) backhaul bandwidth via 802.11 connections. However,
(i) APs usually operate on independent radio channel, and
(ii) users typically connect to these APs with single-radio
commodity 802.11 cards. Because a single-radio card cannot

simultaneously connect to more than one AP, it has been
proposed to rely on the standard 802.11 power saving (PS)
mode to implement a time-division multiple access (TDMA)
policy. Stations spend enough time to either collect all the
bandwidth from each AP [4] or to provide a fair sharing of
the aggregated resources [5] by sequentially cycling through
the APs in a round-robin fashion [6].

Unfortunately, multi-AP TDMA policies hurt the
throughput performance of single TCP flows by increasing
their round-trip time (RTT). To illustrate this effect, we
consider the scenario in Figure 1, where one station is
connected to 𝑁 APs. We focus on the time that the station
spends connected to one of the APs, say AP

1
. When the

station is connected to AP
1
, it starts receiving the buffered

TCP data packets. While connected, the station normally
receives TCP data and replies with TCP ACKs. These TCP
ACKs will trigger the transmission of new TCP data from
the sender. Because of the end-to-end wired delay, these TCP
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Figure 1: Relation between TCP congestion control and time-division access to multiple APs.

data may arrive to AP
1
right after the station has already

moved to the next AP. These packets will be buffered by
AP
1
until the station connects again to it. The result is that

the time duration of the connectivity and nonconnectivity
periodsmay result in TCP flows observing an RTT artificially
larger than the actual end-to-end wired delay.

Motivated by the aforementioned problem, the main
contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) an in-depth analysis of the effect of multi-AP TDMA
on TCP flows by performing numerous experiments
using our prototype station that connects to multiple
Aps,

(2) an analytical model that correlates the TCP conges-
tion control with the multi-AP TDMA policy,

(3) a cost-efficient resource allocation algorithm, named
min-max disconnection time, that distributes the time
spent by the station to the APs in minislots (part of
the TDMA slot) to minimize the total disconnection
time from the APs.

We evaluate our model and show that it accurately fits
the experimental results. We further study the algorithm via
extensive simulations, and we show that it performs very
close to the theoretical upper bound. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work, and
Section 3 presents our prototype implementation of multi-
AP TDMA used in the experimental tests. Then, Section 4
investigates the performance degradation of TCP on the
multi-AP TDMA scenario, and it introduces an accurate
analytical model. Section 5 validates the analytical model via

both experiments and simulations. The resource allocation
algorithm is introduced and validated in Section 6. Finally,
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

The need for 802.11 resource allocation schemes has been
extensively studied in the literature [7–9]. Many of the pro-
posed schemes rely on either nonstandard compliant features
[10], or completely develop an entire newMAC protocol [11].
Both strategies may be undesirable, and so we avoid them.
Given that the resource allocation scheme that more closely
relates to ours is in [12] that studied the problem of absence
of application-specific 802.11 resource allocation schemes. As
a solution, they designed and implemented an overlay MAC
layer (OML) to divide the time into slots of equal size. Then,
they used a distributed algorithm to allocate the slots across
the competing nodes, where each competing node receives a
number of slots proportional to its weight function. However,
the authors let as an open issue the understanding of the
increased delay for TCP flows in the presence of the slotted
mechanism [12].

Although overlay solutions are easy to be implemented,
they are often suboptimal and difficult to scale because of
the overlapping and duplication of similar functionalities at
different layers (e.g., in the driver and in the card firmware).
The VirtualWiFi project [6] proposed an architecture that
abstracts a single 802.11 WLAN card to appear as multi-
ple virtual clients to the user. Each client instance adopts
standard PHY/MAC protocols, but it can be separately
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Table 1: Main variables used.

AP
𝑖

𝑖th AP
𝑁 Number of AP backhauls
𝑇 (ms) Wireless period
VSTA

𝑖
𝑖th virtual station, associated to AP

𝑖

𝑑
𝑖

End-to-end wired delay
𝑓
𝑖
(≤1) Duty cycle for the 𝑖th virtual station

𝑔
𝑖
(≥1) Number of slots for the 𝑖th virtual station

𝐺 Total number of slots
𝐶
𝑗

Disconnection cost for the 𝑗th slot
SlotTime Minimum slot size

configured at the driver level. An interesting application was
the idea of connecting to multiple APs through a single radio
interface. The authors rely on the 802.11 power save (PS)
mode feature to switch among different 802.11 WLAN nodes
in a time-division fashion. A station can inform the current
802.11 WLAN node that it is going into PS mode—so that
it can buffer packets directed to it—and switch the radio
frequency to other 802.11 WLAN nodes, only to come back
to the original node before the PS period expires.

Based on the above PS mechanism, FatVAP [4] studied
the problem of ADSL bandwidth aggregation via wireless
connectivity. The authors introduced a local scheduler that
computes the percentage of time to dedicate to each AP in
order to maximize the aggregate throughput at each client
station. The solution leverages on the fact that the high
speed wireless card at the station needs to be connected
to each AP for a short period of time in order to collect
all the pending data. THEMIS [5] reformulated the prob-
lem considering that gross unfairness would be generated
in the above setting. Their approach achieved weighted
proportional fairness, and they experimentally validated it
with a multistory building and real ADSLs, showing that
it outperformed previous solutions. However, both FatVAP
and THEMIS do not explore TCP latency-related problems
for single TCP flows. They essentially limited the analysis to
scenarios with sufficient number of TCP flows, such that the
ADSL bandwidth is saturated, or with short-lived TCP flows,
where the congestion control phase does not trigger. Finally,
Juggler [13] proposed an architecture similar to one in [4],
and it focused on the support of a seamless handoff between
WLAN APs.

3. Connecting to Multiple APs with
Off-the-Shelf Hardware

In this section, we briefly describe WiSwitcher [14], the
experimental 802.11 station that we have implemented, and
it will be used in the rest of this paper as the basis for the
experimental tests.

InWiSwitcher, thewireless driver of the single radio inter-
face is virtualized; that is, it appears as independent virtual

stations (VSTA
𝑖
) associated to their respective access points

AP
𝑖
. Each VSTA

𝑖
connects to Internet via AP

𝑖
, regardless of

the AP
𝑖
radio frequency. Let us consider the scenario with

one station in Figure 2(a), connected to three APs. In this
example, WiSwitcher configures 3 virtual stations: VSTA

1
,

VSTA
2
, and VSTA

3
. Each of these VSTAs connects to one

ADSL via its AP in range.
As we can see in Figure 2(b), WiSwitcher assigns the

control of the card to a VSTA
𝑖
for a given percentage of time,

called duty cycle 𝑓
𝑖
(with ∑

𝑖
𝑓
𝑖
= 1). During this time, VSTA

𝑖

transmits and receives frames using the AP
𝑖
backhaul, while

the other VSTAs (and the correspondingAPs) can only buffer
packets. We denotewireless period 𝑇 as the amount of time to
cycle through all theVSTAs.A summary of themain variables
used in this section, and the rest of the paper is given in
Table 1.

3.1. MAC Protocol. WiSwitcher manages the multiple back-
haul connections relying on the 802.11 PSmechanism. Partic-
ularly, referring to the example in Figure 2(b); we will notice
the following.

(1) During the reserved duty cycle, VSTA
1
transmits

and receives data according to the 802.11 distributed
coordination function (DCF) protocol. The other
VSTAs are dormant in PS mode, and hence they (and
the corresponding APs) can only buffer packets.

(2) When the duty cycle expires, VSTA
1
sends a frame to

inform AP
1
that is going to PS mode and waits for

its MAC ACK. According to the 802.11 protocol, AP
1

starts to buffer the packets directed to it.
(3) WiSwitcher assigns the control of the card to VSTA

2

and switches to the AP
2
radio frequency.

(4) VSTA
2
sends a frame to announce that it can send and

receive traffic and it waits for its MAC ACK.
(5) The process continues until the station has cycled

through all the VSTAs (a wireless period 𝑇).
In the implementation, we incur in a channel-switching

cost—that is, the time where WiSwitcher cannot send and
receive any traffic—of 1.2ms for uplink traffic and 1.5ms for
downlink traffic.This cost is less than half of the one obtained
in the time-division implementation given in [4, 13]. This
result has been achieved using 802.11 standard-compliant
solutions, such as the MAC virtual queue per AP, and an
efficient management of a hardware buffer size of one (1) data
packet. The bulk of the cost of WiSwitcher is caused by the
hardware operation delay, which is in the order of 800 𝜇sec
in our Atheros chipset-based cards. This cost is hardware
dependent, and in other chipset implementations is reduced
to 200–500𝜇sec [13].

Furthermore, the implementation achieves a fine-grained
timing at MAC/PHY level, thus avoiding any additional vari-
ance of the delay in the packet transmission, and it considers
an independent instance of the rate selection algorithm for
each VSTA. This allows us to connect to APs with different
link qualities. The reader is referred to [14] for an in-depth
description of the MAC implementation.
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Figure 2: Time division access to multiple Aps.

3.2. Network Layer Functionalities. At the network layer,
three functionalities are needed.

Scheduler. It calculates the percentage of time (duty cycle)
to spend on each AP in order to maximize some utility
function. In this work, the duty cycles are fixed via user-space
commands.

Load Balancer. It assigns the new TCP flow from the upper
layers to the different VSTAs so that the total load received
from each AP maintains the proportions indicated by the
scheduler. Since the load balancer is not themain objective of
this work, we use the same per-flow basis scheduler presented
in [4].

Reverse-NAT. In order to guarantee transparency to higher
layers, we implement a reverse-network address translation
(NAT)module with two functions: (i) ensure that the packets
leave the host with the correct source IP address (i.e., the one
corresponding to the outgoing VSTA, as assigned by the AP)
and (ii) that the incoming packets are presented to the OS
with the expected IP address, a dummy IP address in our
implementation. Reverse-NAT modules were also present in
[4, 13].

4. TCP over Multi-APs TDMA

In this section, we first show an experimental test that enlight-
ens the correlation between the end-to-end throughput and
the delay added by the TDMA policy, and then we introduce
an analytical model that characterizes the TCP RTT for a
station connected to multiple APs. The importance of the
model is that it not only gives insights into the problem, but it
will be also used to validate the resource allocation algorithm
later defined in the paper.

4.1. Example of TCPThroughput over Multi-AP TDMA Policy.
We experimentally test the side effect of the multi-AP TDMA
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Figure 3: Experimental throughput connected 50% of time to one
AP.

policy on a (long-lived) TCP session. Figure 3 shows the aver-
age TCP throughput obtained by a station spending 50%of its
time (i.e., duty cycle of𝑓

1
= 0.5) to oneAP, as a function of the

end-to-endwired delay 𝑑
1
. For the test, we consider a wireless

period 𝑇 = 100ms, which gives a connection of 𝑓
1
𝑇 =

50ms on AP
1
. Each point is the average TCP throughput

obtained over 5 independent tests of 300 s. In the tests, the
average experimental congestion signal rate we measured is
of ≈0.4%. These losses are likely generated on the wireless
link (as a result of using SACK, TCP congestion signals
are mainly caused by fast retransmissions due to duplicated
ACKs because its goal is to avoid retransmission timeouts.
For all SACK-based TCPs, multiple losses within one RTT
are treated as a single congestion signal. In this paper, we use
congestion signal and packet loss interchangeably and always
refer to losses at TCP layer).
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Figure 4: Model of the relation between TCP congestion control
and duty cycle.

We can see from Figure 3 that the station gets a similar
throughput for both 𝑑

1
= 50ms and 𝑑

1
= 100ms. This

is caused by the similar RTT observed for 50 and 100ms.
The result is that the TCP data arriving at the AP with
50ms of end-to-end wired delay have to wait for an extra-
buffering time at the AP, due to the disconnection of (1 −

𝑓
1
)𝑇 = 50ms. This reduces the throughput observed by

the TCP flow for 𝑑
1

= 50ms. More exactly, there are
small valleys in the throughput: a disconnection of 50ms
increases the buffer size of the AP. By further increasing
the end-to-end wired delay from 50 to 100ms, there is a
higher and higher probability that downlink packets will
arrive at the AP when the station is connected to it. This will
reduce the buffering time at the AP (and thus the observed
RTT) that will deliver the packets in a shorter time, with a
slight increase of the throughput (note that there are slight
variations in the packet losses observed in the experimental
tests, which translate in variations (represented by error-bars
in the figure) of the average throughput observed between
different experiments).

4.2. Modeling the TCP RTT over Multi-AP TDMA. We can
model the dependency of the TCP RTT on the end-to-end
delay and the duty cycle by observing all the possible cases
in which TDMA affects the observed RTT. In what follows,
we consider the uplink case (e.g., the VSTA is sending data
to a remote server), but it is straightforward to see that the
RTT computations are symmetric for both the uplink and
downlink cases. We distinguish three conditions.

(1) We consider the case of Figure 4(1) in which the
station sends the TCP data at time 𝑡

𝑖
, during its duty

cycle. Also, we assume that the end-to-end delay 𝑑
𝑖
is

such that the TCP ACK arrives from the TCP server
before the station disconnects from the AP. In that
case, we see that the observed RTT from TCP is 𝑑

𝑖
.

(2) Next, we consider the case of Figure 4(2), where the
station sends the TCP data at time 𝑡

𝑖
, during its active

period, but the end-to-end delay 𝑑
𝑖
is such that the

TCP ACK arrives from the server during the time
reserved to other VSTAs. The AP

𝑖
will buffer the

packet in its queue until the station reconnects again

at time 0 of the next wireless period. In this case, the
observed RTT for the TCP packets is 𝑇 − 𝑡

𝑖
, where 𝑇

is the wireless period. Note that, as long as (1−𝑓
𝑖
)𝑇 >

(𝑑
𝑖
mod 𝑇), there will be always some packet that

will wait in the AP
2
downlink buffer because of the

disconnection period.
(3) Finally, we consider the case of Figure 4(3), wherein

the TCP data is buffered at the station at time 𝑡
𝑖
,

during the sleeping period in the AP. However, we
experimentally verified by monitoring the AP queues
that case (3) does not occur in the TCP steady state,
and no new TCP data is buffered during the sleeping
period. The reason is that in the TCP steady state
case, new TCP data can only be sent when a TCP
ACK is received from the server. But as we have seen,
the TCP ACKs can only arrive to the station when it
is connected to the AP.

Finally, in order to take into account that the station takes
some time for processing and transmitting the TCP ACKs, as
verified experimentally, we consider that (i) the TCP ACKs
arrive exponentially distributed over the duty cycle because
there is a high probability that some TCP ACK is waiting in
the AP

𝑖
downlink buffer when the station reconnects to it (in

the beginning of a duty cycle); (ii) oneTCPDATA is sent right
after the reception of a TCP ACK.This assumption considers
the case when, in average and steady state, throughput does
not either increase or decrease; (iii) when 𝑓

𝑖
𝑇 is very small,

some of the TCP data scheduled during the connection
period will inevitably be sent at the next connectivity period,
due to buffering delay. Based on these assumptions, we
statistically calculate the RTT distribution, considering as
input the wireless period 𝑇, the duty cycle 𝑓

𝑖
and the end-to-

end delay 𝑑
𝑖
. Despite the simplicity of the model, Section 5.1

will show that the model matches the experimental results.

Mapping the Modeled TCP RTT to Throughput. Although a
wide variety of TCP algorithms are used on the Internet,
the current most popular implementation is TCP Reno [15].
Then, in order to map the RTT given by the model to
throughput, we use the Mathis TCP model [16], which is
intended to predict TCP end-to-end throughput as 𝐵𝑊 ≤

(MSS/RTT) ⋅ (1/√𝑝), where RTT is the round-trip time
observed by the station, MSS is the TCP maximum segment
size, and 𝑝 is the packet loss rate (this model applies to long
lived connections over nearly all implementations of TCP
Reno with SACK TCP. Note that in order to use this model,
the packet loss rate should be smaller than 2%, condition
verified in all the experimental tests in this paper).

5. Evaluation

In this section:

(i) we validate the accuracy of the TCP RTT model
presented in the previous section, comparing it with
experimental results;

(ii) we show that long disconnection time severely affects
the TCP throughput;
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Figure 5: Downlink RTT for𝑓 = 0.5 to one AP.The station is not connected to the AP for a time equal to 0, 15, 25, 50, and 75ms, respectively.
We see that the analytical model accurately predicts the measured TCP RTT.

(iii) we demonstrate that for any duty cycle, the best
strategy is to reduce the wireless period 𝑇 as much as
possible;

(iv) we show that the selection of the wireless period 𝑇

must be done based on the smallest duty cycle min
𝑖
𝑓
𝑖

of the station.
In what follows, we discuss the details of the experimental

and simulation setup.

Experimental Setup. In each controlled test, we use lap-
tops with Atheros-based chipsets running WiSwitcher as
described in Section 3 and off-the-shelf APs (Linksys) with
DD-WRT v24sp1 firmware. On the wireless station, auto-
matic rate selection, wireless multimedia extensions, and
the RTS/CTS mechanism are disabled. In the experimental
tests of this paper, the 802.11 PHY rate is fixed to 54Mbps.
Other tests were performed in other configurations (e.g., with
automatic rate selection enabled) and showed similar results
to the ones presented in this paper. Any no-802.11 standard
compliant features at the MAC level were also disabled. Our
station uses a hardware queue with best effort parameters.

For the transport layer, we use a Linux standard TCP
Reno with SACK and delayed ACK options enabled. TCP
parameters are monitored using a modified version of the
TCP probe kernel module and the kernel patch Web100.
For each test, we establish one TCP connection over an
AP backhaul (note that the link utilization can increase
establishing more than one TCP connection over each AP
[14], which is out of the scope of this paper), and we
collect statistics using the iperf tool. Regarding the wired
connections, we emulate the AP backhaul links through the
tc Linux traffic shaper, varying the delay using the netem tool.

For each experimental test, we establish one TCP Reno
connection over each AP, ran 5 independent tests of 300 secs
and plot the average values obtained. To achieve independent
tests, the station is configured so that the TCP metrics are
reset after each test.

Simulation Setup. The simulations are performed using the
model described in Section 4.2, implemented in MATLAB
using as input the experimental values of MSS and TCP
congestion signals rate per packet for the Mathis formula
defined in Section 4.2 [16].

5.1. TCP RTT Model Validation. In this section, we compare
the RTT values achieved experimentally with the ones of the
model. For brevity, we only show one scenario, but similar
finding has been achievedwith several other setting (e.g., with
different values of duty cycle).

Figure 5(a) shows the average RTT values obtained exper-
imentally as a function of the end-to-end wired delay, when
the WiSwitcher station spends 50% of its time connected to
an AP, and it observes a disconnection time of 0, 15, 25, 50,
and 75ms, respectively. The plot shows that the increase of
disconnection time significantly affects the measured TCP
RTT.

Figure 5(b) shows the observed TCP RTT calculated
using the model for the same scenario. We can see that the
analytical model accurately predicts the measured TCP RTT.
The observed differences are the result of the variable losses
observed in the experiments and the expected noise in the
experimental environment.

Furthermore, there are specific situations where a smaller
disconnection time results in a higher RTT. As an example,
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Figure 6: Throughput per TCP-flow with different duty cycles and disconnection times.

we consider the RTT in Figure 5(b), for a disconnection time
of 50 and 75ms and an end-to-end wired delay of 125ms.
Here, the interplay of the disconnection time and the delay
causes a higher TCP RTT for a disconnection time of 50ms
compared to the 75ms case. This phenomenon gets less
important at smaller disconnection times (see, e.g., the RTT
observed with a disconnection time of 15 and 25ms).

5.2. Impact on Throughput per TCP Flow. In this section,
we study the throughput observed by a TCP flow opened
on one AP. Figure 6(a) depicts the experimental throughput
when the duty cycle of one AP is 50%. We observe that
even for small delays, the throughput performance may be
dramatically affected. As an example, when we operate with
a disconnection time of 75ms, we observe a quasiconstant
throughput when the end-to-end wired delay spans from 75
to 150ms. This is caused by the similar RTT observed at 75
and 150ms of end-to-end wired delay.

Even more evident is the case where the VSTA is con-
nected for the same amount of time—hence for a connection
time of𝑓

1
𝑇 = {15, 25, 50, 75}ms—but for a smaller duty cycle

to AP
1
, for example, 10% of its time. We can also see from

Figure 6(b) that the penalty in throughput is more severe
as the disconnection time grows. For example, when the
disconnection time is 675ms, the average throughput is more
than three times smaller than the throughput achieved when
the disconnection time is 135 or 225ms.

5.3. Reducing the Wireless Period. Based on the analysis in
the previous section, in order to reduce the impact of TDMA
on the TCP throughput, we have to keep the disconnection
time as small as possible. Since the disconnection time is
equal to 𝑇 − 𝑓

𝑖
𝑇 = (1 − 𝑓

𝑖
)𝑇, this also implies that for

a fixed 𝑓
𝑖
, the wireless period 𝑇 should be kept small. We

study this issue with experimental tests. Figure 7 shows the
throughput achieved as a function of the percentage of time
connected to one AP. In the tests, we use different wireless
periods (𝑇 = {30, 50, 100, 150}ms), andwe fix the end-to-end
delay to 100ms.The figure shows that similar performance is
achieved with wireless periods of 𝑇 = 50ms and 𝑇 = 100ms,
while throughput can be severely affected choosing a wireless
period of 𝑇 = 150ms, once the time of connection is above
45%.

However, 𝑇 cannot be reduced as much as we want. For
𝑇 = 30ms, the station gets slightly less throughput for small
duty cycles. In fact, there are two limiting factors: (i) there is
a time spent by the 802.11 card to switch AP (called switching
cost, as described in details in Section 6.1); (ii) the frequent
AP switching introduces an extra congestion signal rate of
≈0.01–0.08%, caused by an inefficient management of the
transmission queues at the driver in off-the-shelf APs [14]. As
a practical design aspect, since the congestion signal rate and
the switching cost affect more severely smaller duty cycles,
we can conclude that the selection of the wireless period 𝑇

should be based on the smallest duty cycle at the station. In
the next section, we provide an accurate description of the
selection of the wireless period 𝑇 and its correlation with the
other parameters.

6. Increasing the Aggregated Throughput

In this section, we aim at improving the aggregate throughput
at the station by (i) introducing the assignment of slots to each
VSTA and (ii) allocating the slots via a distributed resource
allocation algorithm. The objective is to minimize the total
disconnection time such as the TCP throughput of single
flows is increased.
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Figure 7: Experimental downlink throughput connected 50% of
time to one AP for an end-to-end delay of 100ms.

6.1. Concept of Slotted Operation. Instead of connecting to
each AP

𝑖
for a consecutive amount of time𝑓

𝑖
⋅𝑇, we introduce

the concept of slot assignment, and we give 𝑔
𝑖

≥ 1 slots
to each VSTA

𝑖
. For this scope, according to the analysis in

Section 5.3, we first define SlotTime as the minimum amount
of time allowed in the system at which the effect of the
switching cost and the packet losses can be neglected on the
connection with the smallest duty cycle.

In order to select such a SlotTime, based on our empirical
data, we get at least 85% of the expected throughput—defined
as the throughput that would be achieved without any cost of
switching—with only 6ms of connection time over a wireless
period of 12ms, at least 90% with 10ms over 20ms and at
least 95% of the expected throughput with a connection time
of 15ms over a wireless period of 30ms (see [14] for details).
These values are lower bounds because achieved when the AP
queue is constantly backlogged.With Internet traffic, APs are
backlogged only in the beginning of the duty cycle (because
of the downlink packets already in theAP queue at the time of
starting the duty cycle), while instead transmit at the end-to-
end transmission rate for the rest of the duty cycle [4]. Then,
SlotTime = 10–15ms safely gets the expected throughput.

However, an allocation of slots of equal length SlotTime
would increase the wireless period 𝑇, with immediate draw-
backs on the performance. As an example, if the station is
connected to two APs with scheduler output 𝑓

1
= 0.27 and

𝑓
2

= 0.73, we would need 27 slots for AP
1
and 73 slots on

AP
2
. A SlotTime set to 15ms would result in a wireless period

of 15 ⋅ 100 = 1500ms, which is computational inefficient.
Driven by the experiments and simulations of the pre-

vious section, we resolve this problem with the following
principles:

(i) we calculate the wireless period as 𝑇 = SlotTime/
min
𝑖
𝑓
𝑖
; that is, the procedure reduces the wireless

period 𝑇, based on the smallest duty cycle of the
station (as demonstrated in Section 5.3);

(ii) we derive the number of slots locally assigned to each
VSTA

𝑖
as 𝑔
𝑖
= ⌊(𝑓

𝑖
𝑇)/SlotTime⌋, for a total number

of slots of 𝐺 = ∑𝑔
𝑖
;

(iii) we determine the slot size per VSTA
𝑖
as SlotTime

𝑖
=

𝑓
𝑖
𝑇/𝑔
𝑖
. This may give slots of different sizes among

different VSTAs.
Note that the solution can be transparently applied to the
systems proposed in [4, 5, 13], considering the different
switching costs of these systems to compute SlotTime.

Once selected 𝑇, {𝑔
𝑖
}, and {SlotTime

𝑖
}, our objective is to

construct a resource allocation algorithm that, given the set of
duty cycles𝑓

𝑖
provided by the upper-layer scheduler, it assigns

the set of slots to the APs in order to minimize the overall
disconnection time for all the APs. For a rigorous analysis of
the resource allocation algorithms, some definition is needed,
as introduced in the next paragraph.

DisconnectionCost. Let us define S
𝑖
= [𝑆
𝑖
(1), 𝑆
𝑖
(2), . . . , 𝑆

𝑖
(𝑔
𝑖
)],

the vector that indicates the slot positions in the range [1, 𝐺]

for VSTA
𝑖
, with 𝑆

𝑖
(𝑔
𝑖
+ 1) = 𝑆

𝑖
(1) and 𝑆

𝑖
(𝑙) ̸= 𝑆

𝑗
(𝑚) for any

𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑁, with 𝑖 ̸= 𝑗, 𝑙 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑔
𝑖
, and𝑚 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑔

𝑗
.

Besides, we define the cost (slot duration) of each slot as the
slot size of the VSTA

𝑖
that uses the slot:

𝐶
𝑆𝑖(𝑙)

= SlotTime
𝑖

∀𝑖. (1)
In order to measure the disconnection cost of the VSTA

𝑖

during two transmissions in the slots 𝑆
𝑖
(𝑙) and 𝑆

𝑖
(𝑙 + 1),

we take into account the costs of the intermediate slots
𝐶
𝑆𝑖(𝑙)+1

, . . . , 𝐶
𝑆𝑖(𝑙+1)−1

. Therefore, we introduce the following
cost function:

𝑐
𝑖,𝑙

=

𝑆𝑖(𝑙+1)−1

∑

𝑗=𝑆𝑖(𝑙)+1

𝐶
𝑗

𝑙 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑔
𝑖
. (2)

Example. Let us suppose that 𝑁 = 3 and that the slots
are allocated as follows: [VSTA

1
VSTA

2
VSTA

3
VSTA

1

VSTA
2
VSTA

1
]. This gives 𝑆

1
= [1 4 6], 𝑆

2
= [2 5],

and 𝑆
3

= [3]. Furthermore, we suppose that SlotTime
3

=

10ms, SlotTime
1

= 12ms, and SlotTime
2

= 15ms. Then,
we calculate the disconnection cost between 𝑆

1
(1) = 1 and

𝑆
1
(2) = 4 as 𝑐

1,1
= 𝐶
2
+ 𝐶
3
= 15 + 10 = 25ms.

6.2. Resource Allocation Algorithm. We now present three
different, fully decentralized, slot allocationmechanismswith
different performance and computational costs that aim to
reduce the impact that the multi-AP TDMA has on single
TCP flows (we also tested an allocation mechanism with
random assignment of the slots, used as a constraint that each
slot is assigned to a given VSTA

𝑖
with a probability equal

to 𝑓
𝑖
. Although this random assignment may decrease the

buffering time at the AP in certain configurations, we found
that it generally increases the jitter observed by TCP and then
reduces the observed downlink throughput).

Blind Resource Allocation. We have seen in Section 5.1 that
a multi-AP TDMA policy increases the observed RTT of
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the TCP packets. We have also seen that this increase is
exactly the disconnection time in the worst case. In other
terms, for VSTA

𝑖
, and given an allocation that produces a

disconnection time of max
𝑙=1,2,...,𝑔𝑖

𝑐
𝑖,𝑙
, we would have

RTT
𝑖
= 𝑑
𝑖
+ max
𝑙=1,2,...,𝑔𝑖

𝑐
𝑖,𝑙
. (3)

The TCP throughput achieved by the above allocation can be
approximated as

MSS
[𝑑
𝑖
+ max

𝑙
𝑐
𝑖,𝑙
] ⋅ √𝑝i

, (4)

where MSS and 𝑝i are the parameters of the Mathis model
defined in Section 4.2 [16]. It follows that in order to min-
imize the throughput penalty caused by disconnection, we
need to solve the following problem:

min
𝑁

∑

𝑖

(
MSS

𝑑
𝑖
⋅ √𝑝
𝑖

−
MSS

[𝑑
𝑖
+ max

𝑙
𝑐
𝑖,𝑙
] ⋅ √𝑝

𝑖

) . (5)

The slot assignment obtained from solving (5) depends
on the correct estimation of the loss rates {𝑝

𝑖
} and end-

to-end delays {𝑑
𝑖
}. In a realistic deployment, an accurate

prediction of these valuesmay be not available. In the absence
of any end-to-end delay information, we can reformulate the
problem simply as the minimization of the inverse of the
maximum disconnection times as follows:

max
𝑆𝑖(𝑙)

𝑁

∑

𝑖

1

(max
𝑙
𝑐
𝑖,𝑙
)
,

s.t.
𝐺

∑

𝑖=1

𝐶
𝑖
= 𝑇,

𝑓
𝑖
𝑇 = 𝑔

𝑖
⋅ SlotTime

𝑖
∀𝑖,

𝑆
𝑖
(𝑙) ∈ {1, 𝐺} ∀𝑖, 𝑙,

(6)

where the variables 𝐶
𝑖
, SlotTime, 𝑓

𝑖
, and 𝑔

𝑖
are defined in

Table 1.

Min-MaxDisconnection TimeAllocationAlgorithm.The blind
resource allocation algorithm defined above can be pro-
hibitively expensive. In order to reduce its complexity, we
define amin-max disconnection time heuristic approach.This
algorithm considers that, in average, the TCP throughput is
more severely affected by the amount of time that eachVSTA

𝑖

is not connected to the corresponding AP
𝑖
. Therefore, the

algorithm tries to minimize the disconnection time, starting
with the connection with the largest duty cycle (i.e., the AP
backhaulwith the highest utilization).The algorithmoperates
as follows.

(1) First, it allocates the slots to the VSTA with max(𝑔
𝑖
).

(2) Next, the VSTAs with lower number of slots will be
served one by one.At each step, the selected 𝑖thVSTA

𝑖

analyzes only the slots not previously assigned, and
it calculates the vector S

𝑖
to satisfy the condition:

minmax
𝑙=1,2,...,𝑔𝑖

(𝑆
𝑖
(𝑙 + 1) − 𝑆

𝑖
(𝑙)); that is, it selects the

𝑔
𝑖
slots to minimize the maximum distance between

each pair of consecutive slots assigned to the VSTA
𝑖
.

(3) Finally, at the last step, the remaining set of slots are
assigned to the VSTA with min(𝑔

𝑖
). The last VSTA

𝑖

to allocate is the one with the smallest duty cycle.
For that one, SlotTime is already chosen such as its
performance is not affected.

Upper Bound. We also calculate the upper bound for the TCP
aggregate throughput: for each delay, we compute the TCP
aggregate throughput for all the feasible solutions and select
the one that achieves the maximum throughput. Note that
this upper bound cannot be calculated in practice and we
include it for comparison purposes.

6.3. Simulation Results. We now evaluate the above algori-
thms—andparticularly the aggregate throughput achieved by
the min-max disconnection time allocation—via simulations
in different scenarios: (i) high number of Aps, (ii) VSTAs
with different duty cycle and delay, and (iii) different slot
size per VSTA. In the tests, we consider one long-lived TCP
flow for each VSTA, and we suppose that the end-to-end
communication is limited by the RTT delay so that we do
not reach the maximum capacity of the end-to-end path.
For each test, we generate 10000 samples of RTT (similar
results were achieved with 1000 samples. More samples then
10000 can be used, but it would adversely affect the simulation
time, without impact on the results). and we use a congestion
signal rate of 0.32%, as the one measured experimentally
by connecting to one AP in range with high signal-to-noise
ratio andmeasuring the average number of congestion signals
per acknowledged packet (we use the congestion signal rate
connecting to one AP because, as discussed in Section 5.3,
current off-the-shelf APs implementations add at each AP
a certain packet loss rate that may limit the performance
in experimental implementations. The reader is referred to
[14] for more details. In this work, we do not consider these
implementation issues (that, however, do not currently allow
a validation of the resource allocation algorithm with real
experiments) and assume that the limiting factor is the time
spent by the 802.11 card to switch AP). Note that each TCP
flow experiences a different RTT, according to the specific
duty cycle and slots’ assignment. Note also that more TCP
flows may be sent per AP, and other congestion signal rates
may be used (even higher, according to the link quality and
the 802.11 PHY rate) but do not add a new contribution to this
section.

Case 1 (high number of Aps). Figure 8(a) shows that a station
is connected to 5 APs, with the scheduler selecting the
following duty cycles: 𝑓

1
= 0.5, 𝑓

2
= 0.125, 𝑓

3
= 0.125,

𝑓
4

= 0.125, and 𝑓
5

= 0.125. The corresponding number of
slots, based on the slot calculation presented in Section 6.1,
is 𝑔
1

= 4, 𝑔
2

= 1, 𝑔
3

= 1, 𝑔
4

= 1, and 𝑔
5

= 1, and
the total number of slots is 𝐺 = 8. In the model, we use
SlotTime = 15ms, which gives a wireless period of 15ms
⋅ 8 slots = 120ms. The algorithm minimizes the time without
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Figure 8:Min-maxdisconnection time allocation algorithm.Case 1.

transmission allocating first the slot toVSTA
1
, then toVSTA

2
,

VSTA
3
, VSTA

4
, and VSTA

5
.

Figure 8(b) depicts the throughput improvement versus
the end-to-end delay, obtained comparing the proposed
allocation algorithm (labeled “MinMax”) with no resource
allocation (labeled “no policy”), that is, spending consecutive
60ms on VSTA

1
and then 15ms on VSTA

2
, VSTA

3
, VSTA

4
,

and VSTA
5
, sequentially.

We observe that the min-max disconnection time alloca-
tion improves the throughput in all the cases thanks to the
reduction of the disconnection time.Themin-max algorithm
improves the throughput by up to 1.5 times with respect to the
case without any resource allocation. Note that for an end-to-
end wired delay of 0–5ms, the min-max disconnection time
algorithm has a slight lower aggregate throughput. This is
because, with this very small delay, the higher number of AP
switching increases the probability that the TCP packet needs
to wait at the next connection period before being ACKed.

Figure 8(b) also depicts the throughput achieved by
running the algorithm in (6) (labeled “Alg. 1”). We can see
that the heuristic approach performs identically to the blind
resource allocation.

Finally, we run a test with all possible slot allocations. We
verify for each delay the configuration that achieves the upper
bound, according to the methodology given in Section 6.2
(labeled “upper bound”). We observe that despite the high
cost and the need for an optimal calculation of the end-
to-end delay per connection and the packet loss rate, the
upper-bound algorithm only slightly increases the aggregate
throughput observed by the station with respect to the min-
max disconnection time approach. The main reason behind
this result is that the key parameter that affects the end-to-
end TCP throughput is the disconnection time from the AP,
which is taken into account in the min-max disconnection
time approach, rather than the extra-buffering time at the AP.

Case 2 (VSTAs have different duty cycle and different delays).
We now consider a station connected to 3 APs, with the
scheduler giving an output the set: 𝑓

1
= 0.5, 𝑓

2
= 0.125, and

𝑓
3

= 0.375. The corresponding number of slots given by the
resource allocation algorithm are 𝑔

1
= 4, 𝑔

2
= 1, and 𝑔

3
= 3.

We also suppose that SlotTime = 12.5ms.
In this example, we consider that the VSTAs experience

different delays. Particularly, we suppose that for a given delay
𝑥 on VSTA

1
, the delay on VSTA

2
is 𝑥 + 20ms, and the delay

on VSTA
3
is 𝑥 + 40ms. We then calculate the aggregated

throughput summing the throughput achieved on the three
VSTAs at a function of the delay 𝑥.

Without using the resource allocation algorithm, VSTA
1

would be disconnected 50ms, VSTA
2
for 87.5ms and VSTA

3

for 62.5ms. The min-max disconnection time algorithm
increases the granularity of the AP assignment so that
VSTA

1
will be disconnected for 12.5ms, VSTA

2
(still) for

87.5ms, and VSTA
2
for at most 37.5ms. Note that the TCP

throughput at VSTA
2
can be improved only by reducing the

SlotTime, since it uses just one slot per period and a resource
allocation algorithm cannot contribute to improve VSTA

2

throughput.
In Figure 9(b), we observe that the ratio between the

aggregated throughput obtained by the min-max disconnec-
tion time algorithm over the one obtained without any algo-
rithm is higher (up to 1.5 times) inmost cases. Particularly, the
min-max disconnection time allocation algorithm gets higher
throughput corresponding to the scenarios where the delay
added by the disconnection periods causes higher RTT. In
general, the resource allocation algorithm can significantly
improve the performance, since the VSTAs have different
throughput demands. Our resource allocation algorithm tries
to meet these demands by selecting the slot combination that
minimizes the disconnection time.

Besides, the “Alg. 1/NoPolicy” line in Figure 9(b) is
identical to the one achieved running the algorithm in (6)
that needs 280 runs to analyze all the feasible solutions, with
respect to the 6 runs needed by the min-max disconnection
time algorithm. Finally, “Upper Bound/NoPolicy” line shows
that the throughput improvements achieved with the opti-
mum solution (upper-bound algorithm) is negligible.
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Figure 9: Min-max disconnection time allocation algorithm.
Case 2.

Case 3 (different slot size per VSTA). We finally consider
a scenario where the slot time length are different per
each VSTA, caused by a set of duty cycle equal to 𝑓

1
=

0.65, 𝑓
2

= 0.25, and 𝑓
3

= 0.10. The corresponding slot
distribution is given in Figure 10(a), supposing SlotTime =

10ms. According to the slot allocation procedure defined in
Section 6.1, the VSTAs use SlotTime

1
= 10.8ms, SlotTime

2
=

12.5ms, and SlotTime
3
= 10ms.

The results in Figure 10(b) show that the min-max dis-
connection time algorithm still achieves the best tradeoff
between performance and computational cost. Particularly,
we can see from “Alg. 1/NoPolicy” line that the throughput
achieved by themin-max disconnection time algorithm is very
similar to the one defined in (6). Besides, in some scenario,
themin-max disconnection time algorithm achieves a slightly
higher throughput, despite the cost of only 7 runs compared
to the 252 runs needed in (6).

7. Conclusion

The aggregation of the ADSL bandwidth via 802.11 wireless
communication and multi-AP TDMA could dramatically
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Figure 10: Min-max disconnection time allocation algorithm.
Case 3.

increase the RTT observed by TCP flows. In this paper,
we studied this problem, both via extensive experiments
with our prototype implementation and via a simulator that
accurately correlates the TCP RTT with the time spent by the
wireless station on each AP. We presented a simple model
that accurately predicts the main effects caused by TDMA
schemes on the observed TCP RTT, and we introduced a
resource allocation algorithm that improves the aggregated
throughput with respect to state-of-the-art approaches with
a complexity that grows linearly with the number of APs.
Our solution does not require modifications to the rest of
the network, and it can be applied to existing solutions
that aggregate the AP backhaul bandwidth. Furthermore, we
showed that its throughput performance is very close to the
theoretical upper bound for a number of key scenarios. We
believe that our approach will help to provide an efficient
solution to aggregate multiple AP backhauls independently
of the type of TCP traffic.
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